Reductionist approaches have been remarkably successful in helping biologists understand complex phenomena by breaking down subjects into basic components, such as the atoms that build proteins and the genes that encode inherited traits. At the same time, the human and other genome sequencing projects are generating vast amounts of data that predict the existence of thousands of new gene products whose functions and interrelationships we simply do not know. In this context, how are we to progress from qualitative descriptions of the constituent parts of biological systems toward an understanding of the properties that
A Skeleton of the Human Protein Interactome
In this issue of Cell, Wanker and colleagues (Stelzl et al., 2005) present a large-scale two-hybrid map of more than 3000 putative human protein-protein interactions. These new data will serve as an important source of information regarding individual protein partners and offer preliminary insight into the global molecular organization of human cells.
Reductionist approaches have been remarkably successful in helping biologists understand complex phenomena by breaking down subjects into basic components, such as the atoms that build proteins and the genes that encode inherited traits. At the same time, the human and other genome sequencing projects are generating vast amounts of data that predict the existence of thousands of new gene products whose functions and interrelationships we simply do not know. In this context, how are we to progress from qualitative descriptions of the constituent parts of biological systems toward an understanding of the properties that define their real world dynamic behavior? Presumably, it will require keeping track of both the forest and the trees.
The overall molecular architecture of all organisms, both structurally and functionally, is largely mediated through elaborate scaffolds of protein-protein interactions. The popular yeast two-hybrid screen has been adapted to high-throughput experiments to describe these protein "interactomes" (see Figure 1) pair-wise interactions tested. They also go one step further, developing a bioinformatics scoring system based on heuristic reliability factors to sort the 3000 putative interactions into sets with high, medium, and low confidence. Factors that increase the confidence score for any given interaction include the observation of a twohybrid signal with three different reporter genes, the interaction found within 3-or 4-node reciprocal interaction clusters or network cliques, the two interacting proteins that share similar functional annotations in the Gene Ontology Database, and the existence of previously identified orthologous interactions in yeast, fly, or worm. Even though this scoring procedure presumably results in a bias of the high-confidence dataset toward previously published interactions, it certainly adds weight to the raw screen results and helps to justify both additional experiments aimed at validating initial findings and the testing of specific hypotheses regarding protein function that logically extend from these observations.
Other large-scale proteomic studies using comprehensive methods of affinity tagging and purification, especially those performed using yeast as a model, have been remarkably successful at identifying the components of complexes (e.g., Butland et al., 2005). However, these methodical experimental screens typically favor detection of static complexes because the transient, context-dependent nature of interactions in some signaling pathways makes them more difficult to detect (see Figure 1) . As a consequence, many important interactions may be missed in such screens. Indeed, a recent in silico study provides a striking demonstration that an unprecedented number of cellular processes may be subject to regulation by "just-in-time assembly" of protein complexes through differential expression of only a few cognate subunits ( 
